
 

 

 

Abstract—The number of network users and devices has 

exponentially increased in the last few decades, giving rise 

to sophisticated security threats while processing users’ and 

devices’ network data. Software-Defined Networking 

(SDN) introduces many new features, but none is more 

revolutionary than separating the control plane from the 

data plane. The separation helps DDoS attack detection 

mechanisms by introducing novel features and 

functionalities. Since the controller is the most critical part 

of the SDN network, its ability to control and monitor 

network traffic flow behavior ensures the network functions 

properly and smoothly. However, the controller’s 

importance to the SDN network makes it an attractive 

target for attackers. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 

attack is one of the major threats to network security. This 

paper presents a comprehensive review of information 

theory-based approaches to detect low-rate and high-rate 

DDoS attacks on SDN controllers. Additionally, this paper 

provides a qualitative comparison between this work and 

the existing reviews on DDoS attack detection approaches 

using various metrics to highlight this work’s uniqueness. 

Moreover, this paper provides in-depth discussion and 

insight into the existing DDoS attack detection approaches 

to point out their weaknesses that open the avenue for 

future research directions. Meanwhile, the finding of this 

paper can be used by other researchers to propose a new or 

enhanced approach to protect SDN controllers from the 

threats of DDoS attacks by accurately detecting both low-

rate and high-rate DDoS attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

he last few decades have witnessed a proliferation and rapid 

growth of information and communication technology 

which spurred the astronomical increase of network traffic, 

which added more complexity to the operations to process the 

massive data [1]. Soon, the existing conventional network 

architecture might not be able to cope with the tremendous 

amount of network traffic, leading to security and privacy issues 

as some packets may be lost or dropped in transit. Many 

researchers attempted to solve this issue, including proposing a 

new revolutionary network architecture, such as software-

defined networking (SDN) designed to be more secure and 

flexible, easier to manage, and programmable [2], [3]. SDN 

changes the approach to managing the network and provides 

innovative solutions to conventional network problems. 

Consequently, several factors differentiate SDN from the 

traditional networks. One of the main differences is separating 

the control plane from the data plane. The separation provides 

the SDN with the ability to centrally and flexibly manage the 

entire network using a centralized controller [4]–[6]  

On the other hand, the SDN controller deals with the network 

traffic packets either in a proactive or reactive mode. The SDN 

controller operating in proactive mode has a more significant 

effect on the SDN performance than the reactive mode in 

protecting the SDN network from malicious attacks because the 

rules are pre-installed in the switch table (flow rule) to process 

the packets [7]. In contrast, in the reactive mode, the rules will 

only be created and installed to the switch whenever new 

incoming packets do not have matching rules in the switch 

table. Furthermore, SDN helps data centers to control costs by 

increasing the efficiency of managing network traffic. Cisco 

reported in 2018 that a large percentage of data centers would 
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adopt SDN globally, partially or entirely, to manage their 

network traffic flows soon [8], as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1 adoption of SDN from 2016 to 2021 

Fig. 1 shows that by 2021, most data centers will be using 

SDN technology since it makes the management and control of 

network traffic more efficient, thus less costly. This projection 

is a strong indicator of the importance of SDN in information 

technology and data exchange. 

The controller simplifies network operations by utilizing the 

centralized control feature for improving the network through 

monitoring network devices and routing a flow path based on 

the flow entry rule or instruction in the switch’s flow table. 

Furthermore, the SDN controller gathers the required 

information from the network packets for analysis to detect 

DDoS attacks. The controller is a crucial component in any 

effort to improve network performance. The controller plays 

different roles by using various modules to gather network 

traffic’s statistical data and identify each part’s tasks in the 

network [9]. Notably, the controller simplifies network 

operations by utilizing the centralized control feature for 

improving the network through monitoring network devices 

and routing a flow path according to the flow entry 

(rules/instructions) in the switch’s flow table. Furthermore, the 

SDN controller collects the required information from the 

network packets for analysis to detect DDoS attacks.  

Fig. 2 illustrates the SDN architecture’s three-layer overview 

[10]. 

 

 

Fig. 2 SDN architecture 

The SDN depends on a centralized controller to control the 

entire network by allowing the applications to have a network-

wide view, establishing centralized visibility to manage the 

network traffic flow [11] . Moreover, it can virtualize the entire 

network infrastructure to simplify configuring and managing 

the network [12]. 

However, the centralized controller also faces challenges and 

issues that affect network performance in terms of security, 

reliability, and scalability [13].  

The DDoS attack is one of the security challenges to the 

SDN network that could bring down the entire network, 

denying the legitimate user access to network services or 

resources. DDoS is one of the most common types of attacks 

that target the SDN controllers [14], [15]. In a DDoS attack, 

attackers flood the network or the controller with a large volume 

of traffic to the point where the controller’s resources are 

exhausted and unable to process any more incoming packets. 

Therefore, many researchers have proposed approaches to 

tackle DDoS attack issues. Information theory-based 

approaches are considered the most common approaches for 

detecting DDoS attacks on SDN networks.  

The contributions of this paper are: (i) a comprehensive 

review of various information theory-based approaches to 

detect low-rate and high-rate DDoS attacks on the SDN 

controller; (ii) qualitative comparison of this work with existing 

reviews related to similar fields in terms of information theory 

used and classifies the detection approaches; and (iii) in-depth 

discussion and insight on the existing detection approaches’ 

gaps. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II 

presents the background on the SDN controller and security 

issues in SDN, including DDoS attacks’ impacts on the SDN 

controller. Section III discusses the result of a qualitative 

comparison of existing reviews on the existing detection 

approach of low-rate and high-rate DDoS attack traffic on the 

SDN controller. Section IV explains the importance of 

information theory. Section V discusses the approaches to 

detect DDoS attacks on the SDN controller by studying the 

technique used and analyzing the finding in terms of strength 

and the drawbacks of each approach. Section VI discusses 

detection approaches gaps for detecting low-rate and high-rate 

DDoS attacks on the SDN controller. Finally, Section VII and 

VIII provide future research directions and conclusions, 

respectively). 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Software-Defined Networking 

The SDN offers many advantageous features, such as 

network programmability, that enable the SDN networks to be 

deployed quickly and managed dynamically compared to 

traditional networks, which take longer to deploy and harder to 

manage [16],  [3]. The SDN depends on a centralized controller 

to control the entire network. It enables the applications to have 

a network-wide view by establishing centralized visibility to 

manage the network traffic flow [4]. Moreover, it also provides 

the capability to virtualize the entire network infrastructure to 

simplify configuring and managing the network. SDN promises 

to reduce the network complexity by dividing the data plane 
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from the control plane [16], [17].  Table 1 presents the benefit 

of the SDN versus the traditional network. 

Table 1. SDN vs. traditional network 

Criteria SDN Traditional 

Network 

Network management 
Easy 

 

Difficult 

Global network view 

Easy 

 

Difficult 

 

Maintenance cost 
Low 

 

High 

Time for update/error handling 
Quick 

 

Slow 

Attack detection and mitigation 
Easy 

 

Difficult 

Controllers’ and applications’ 

authenticity Important 

 

Not Applicable 

Integrity and consistency of 

forwarding table and network state Important 

 

Important 

Availability of controller 
Important 

 

Not Applicable 

SDN removes the controllability feature from the data plane. 

Instead, it puts it at the control plane, allowing better control of 

the network configurations to improve network performance 

and driving future innovations on the network architecture and 

security [18].  Moreover, it provides real-time network status 

updates, making efficient control and flow handling procedures 

possible while ensuring the control plane remains flexible and 

intelligent [19].  

The SDN controller handles many vital functions in the 

network, such as configuring the flow table, monitoring 

networking devices via secure connections, and updating the 

flow table’s rules or instructions in the infrastructure layer 

(switch’s table) to identify new traffic flow [20]. Also, the 

controller could position itself between the infrastructure layer 

and application layer to manage all traffic flow via open API 

southbound, northbound, and east/westbound interfaces [21], 

[22]. By assuming a manager’s role, the controller decides 

whether a traffic flow is normal or abnormal based on the 

controller’s network statistics used as a baseline input 

(information) to an attack detection method. 

B. Security Issues in Software-Defined Networking 

The SDN is a novel network architecture that provides a 

better solution to overcome the traditional network drawbacks. 

In particular, SDN provides flexibility in programming the 

network by isolating the control plane from the data plane  [7], 

[23]. This isolation allows efficient network management and 

provides network operators with the flexibility to program their 

network and control, and permits new approaches to solve the 

conventional networks’ problems. 

Any new network will encounter many security issues, 

especially with the increase in the Internet’s use annually. 

Besides, no network defense technique can be guaranteed to be 

safe, including the SDN, because the controller is a very 

attractive target for attackers that aim to breakdown the entire 

SDN network operations. Akamai’s report showed a high 

increase in DDoS attacks in the first three months of 2016, 

reaching 126% compared to the same period a year prior [24]. 

The SDN platform could potentially bring many new security 

challenges, especially since its centralized controller is the most 

critical component of the SDN network that acts as its operating 

system. Thereby, any unaddressed threat to the centralized 

controller may lead to a network breakdown. Therefore, a 

DDoS attack’s main objective is to overwhelm the controller 

until its resources are exhausted by flooding the network with 

spoofed IP packets, thereby congesting the controller that 

causes the entire SDN network to collapse [25], [26]. Since 

security is an essential feature of any communication network, 

coupled with the SDN controller’s importance to the SDN 

architecture, the SDN controller’s security has attracted 

network security researchers’ attention [27].  

The centralized controller could play an essential role in 

securing the networks if configured according to network 

security best-practices to solve security issues [26], [28] and 

[29]. Thus, the SDN provides many advantages that contribute 

to protecting the network from malicious attacks that exploit 

SDN features. However, at the same time, some of the features 

also attract the attention of adversaries intending to disrupt or 

break down the network by targeting the SDN controller, 

whether directly or indirectly, to deny legitimate users access to 

the network or network services [30]. On the other hand, the 

controller becomes a single point of failure [31], which directly 

affects the network’s performance, scalability, reliability, and 

security. Table 2 shows significant SDN related issues and 

challenges that affect the controller from the exploitation of the 

centralized control feature that affects the network performance 

or even breakdown the whole network. These issues call for 

more effort to be made to prevent and protect the SDN 

controller from breakdown. 

Table 2. Issues and challenges an SDN controller 

No Issue Description  

1. Reliability 

The reliability between the controller and the 

switch by extent secure the data exchange 

and mitigates controller failures’ impact. 

 

2. Scalability 

The ability to increase the number of 

hardware devices connected to a controller or 

the number of flow requests processed by a 

single controller. 

 

3. Performance 

Security threats remain to affect the SDN 

controller performance, considered one of 

the critical issues in SDN to locate security 

threats before the entire network’s collapse 

by a new type of network attack. 

4. Security 

The decoupling of the data plane from the 

control plane provides centralized control, 

attracting new types of attacks (DDoS) that 

target the network. 

 

Several factors threaten SDN security [5]. The most 

important factors that affect SDN security are faked traffic 
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flows, exploited SDN vulnerabilities, exploited centralized 

controllers, exhaustion of controller resources, and malicious 

attacks on the SDN controller. One of the most widespread 

threats against the SDN controller is the DDoS attack. 

C. Distributed Denial of Services Attack 

Security and privacy issues are a growing concern in SDN, 

particularly on the SDN controller. The DDoS attack is 

considered one of the most serious threats to the SDN because 

of its devastating effects on the entire network. DDoS attacks 

perpetrator’s primary goal is to deny legitimate users’ access to 

network services or network resources [32], [33]. Indeed, DDoS 

attack principles depend on the attackers to launch attacks. The 

attacker sends massive numbers of packets towards a 

destination IP address from a unique source IP address to flood 

the entire network, denying the legitimate users from reaching 

their destinations [23]. Typically, DDoS attacks spoofed the 

source IP address of the attacking hosts by using many different 

faked source IP addresses to launch the attack without the risk 

of being discovered [34].  

In an SDN network, the hosts (users, computers, nodes) 

communicate with each other by exchanging data through 

switches. Every SDN switch has flow table entries that contain 

flow entries (instructions) for forwarding matching incoming 

packets to their destinations. However, suppose there are no 

matching instructions in the flow table entry (switch table). In 

that case, the switch will forward these packets to the controller 

using OpenFlow protocol for further processing to obtain new 

instructions or new rules [35]. The controller treats all received 

packets as new incoming packets, so the controller will either 

drop the packets or send them to their destination based on the 

controller’s statistics. The attackers exploit this feature by 

sending a flood of distinct packets with spoofed source IP 

addresses to overwhelm the controller and bring it down. 

According to [36], DDoS attack has many types, such as 

ICMP flooding, TCP flooding, and UDP flooding. Each DDoS 

type has its way of sending the attack traffic to the target 

destinations. The DDoS attack can be made more efficient and 

robust by varying its attack traffic rates (low or high), the 

number of targets (single or multiple victims), or the number of 

attackers (one or multiple sources) launching the attack. 

As mentioned, the attacks’ target is to destroy the network 

relying on the traffic type characteristics. Therefore, the 

attackers’ targets in this research are damaging the controller. 

The attackers use different types of attack traffic to launch their 

attack, which is difficult for the controller to distinguish the 

attack traffic from the regular traffic. 

However, the enormous numbers of packets contribute to 

exhaust controller resources, making it challenging to handle all 

these packets. Meanwhile, if the controller crashes, the entire 

SDN will crash too. This drawback is considered a single point 

of failure in SDN. It is a security vulnerability, and the DDoS 

attack perpetrator exploits this vulnerability to launch more 

attacks that cause massive damages. Thus, triggering spoofing 

DDoS attacks prevents legitimate users from accessing the 

network resources by sending an enormous number of packets 

by spoofing the source IP addresses to distinct victims’ 

destinations. The attacker launched numerous spoofed attack 

packets towards the target (SDN controller) using agents or 

botnets to deny legitimate users of network services [37]. This 

paper’s primary goal is to classify DDoS attack detection 

approaches, which depend on Information Theory, by 

categorizing them according to their method, strengths, and 

weaknesses based on their category. 

III. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON WITH EXISTING 

REVIEWS ON DETECTION APPROACHES TO DETECT 

DDOS ATTACKS ON SDN CONTROLLER 

This section provides a qualitative comparison to benchmark 

this work with other existing information theory-based 

detection approaches designed to detect low-rate and high-rate 

DDoS attacks on the controller using different metrics to 

highlight this study’s uniqueness, as shown in Table 3. The used 

metrics are: (i) number of theories used, (ii) approaches 

classified. These metrics are defined based on intensive study 

of many existing detection approaches. This comparison aims 

to understand the critical issues related to detecting DDoS 

attacks on the controller to find an efficient detection approach. 

Furthermore, it could be a guideline for future researchers in a 

similar domain. This review is compared with three existing 

reviews from [10], [38] and [39]. 

 

Table 3. Qualitative comparison with the existing reviews 

Criteria 

 This work [10] [38] [39] 

T
h

eo
ry

 u
se

d
 

Entropy  9 6 4 3 

Joint Entropy 2 - - - 

Rényi Entropy  2 - - - 

Approaches classified. yes yes yes yes 

The number of approaches 

depended on a single packet 

header feature. 

11 9 17 14 

The number of approaches 

depended on multiple packet 

header features. 

2 2 11 10 

The number of detection 

approaches deployed on the 

controller. 

13 5 19 11 
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IV. INFORMATION THEORY 

Most existing detection approaches rely on methods to detect 

either low-rate or high-rate DDoS attacks, but none consider 

both [32], [40] and [41]. Therefore, there are no approaches that 

can detect various rates of DDoS attacks on SDN controllers 

(low-rate and high-rate attack traffic) with high detection 

accuracy and low false-positive rate. 

An information theory-based approach attempts to detect the 

different DDoS attack rates in the network traffic flow by 

relying on statistical methods to calculate incoming packets’ 

randomness in the network traffic flows. Incoming packets’ 

randomness is one of the DDoS attacks’ indicators, which is due 

to the attackers continuously sending packets with spoofed IP 

addresses towards the SDN controller. Furthermore, 

information theory-based DDoS attack detection is more 

effective in terms of detection accuracy and false-positive rate. 

V. INFORMATION THEORY-BASED ALGORITHMS TO 

DETECT DDOS ATTACKS ON SDN CONTROLLER 

This section discusses information theory-based algorithms 

commonly used to detect low-rate or high-rate DDoS attacks on 

SDN controllers based on analyzing network traffic statistics 

from traffic flows. The subsection below explains information 

theory such as entropy, Rényi entropy, and joint entropy. This 

paper is the first attempt at classifying some of the existing 

DDoS attack detection approaches that have used information 

theory-based algorithms, as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 Fig. 3 Classification of DDoS detection approaches 

 

A. Entropy 

Entropy is a method used to measure a random variable’s 

probability within a specific time [42] and [43]. The entropy 

method-based detection approach focuses on calculating the 

randomness of packets in the network using different packet 

header features of the network traffic flows, such as source IP 

address, destination IP address, source port, etc. [44]. 

Furthermore, entropy-based metrics are used for network traffic 

flows analysis based on the packet header features to detect 

abnormal packets in the traffic flows. A maximum entropy 

occurs when all packets are equally distributed to all host 

destinations, whereas minimum entropy occurs when all 

packets are destined toward a specific destination host [23]and  

[45]–[48]. Equation 1 shows the general formula of the entropy 

method. 

 

2

1
i

n

i
i

H p log p


                                                            (1) 

 

Where ip is the probability of a specific feature from the 

packet header features, n  is the total number of features in the 

network traffic within a particular time, and H  is the entropy 

value. 

Indeed, many security techniques rely on the entropy method 

to detect DDoS attacks against the SDN network [49]. They 

used the entropy method to detect attacks against the controller, 

which depends on the relative frequencies to the destination IP 

address feature to measure the incoming packets’ randomness 

within a fixed window size. [48]–[50] used the entropy method 

to define the packet randomness in network traffic as an 

indicator of the DDoS attack presence. Thus, the entropy 

method has a high ability to detect and issue an alarm on the 

presence of a DDoS attack in the network traffic flow. 

A lightweight detection approach was proposed based on the 

entropy method to detect DDoS attacks against the controller 

early by analyzing the network traffic flow statistics by [51]. 

However, the proposed approach used a fixed threshold, 

leading to an increase in the false-positive rate and introducing 

extra overhead on the SDN controller in dealing with new 

incoming packets. Furthermore, the proposed approach is only 

able to detect the DDoS attacks that target a single victim. 

An entropy method is used to propose an approach to detect 

DDoS attacks with high accuracy and low false-positive rate. It 

analyzes the gathered network traffic flows statistics from the 

switch table to identify the packets’ randomness in the network 

traffic flow [48]. However, the proposed approach relies on the 

SDN switch to collect the traffic statistics instead of the SDN 

controller, which delays the controller’s response time to detect 

the attack due to extra efforts needed to gather the data. It is also 

unable to detect low-rate DDoS attacks that target multiple 

victims and use a fixed threshold that increases the false-

positive rate and lowers the detection rate. 

Furthermore, [52] proposed an entropy-based DDoS defense 

mechanism (EDDM) against the SDN controller. EDDM tries 

to keep legitimate packets from being dropped during flash 

crowd events and thus prevents denial of service to legitimate 

users on the network by tracing the attack traffic within the flash 

crowd traffic. The EDDM comprises three phases to detect 

DDoS attacks based on traffic statistics collected within a 

specific window size to calculate the entropy value. The 

entropy value is compared with a static threshold in the sFlow 

to display the traffic packet rate that targets a particular victim. 

However, there is a delay in processing new packets, and also 
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the detection accuracy is low for attacks that target multiple 

victims. 

[53] proposed a scheme that depends on a security gateway 

that uses the entropy method to detect DDoS attacks. The 

security gateway receives unmatched packets from the switches 

for a further check to see if the entropy value is lower than the 

threshold value. If true, the security gateway creates new rules 

without making any decision about the new packets. Then, the 

security gateway sends the results related to the new packet to 

the controller to decide if the packet will be forwarded to their 

intended destination or dropped. The scheme depends on 

entropy value calculation that uses three features, such as 

protocol type, destination IP, and source IP address. However, 

it is time-consuming to process new network packets, which 

explains low detection accuracy, especially with low rate attack 

traffic. Besides, the scheme also relies on a static threshold. 

[54] proposed a FADM approach that depends on traffic flow 

analysis of the network traffic statistics collected by the 

controller’s sFlow agent. The proposed approach adopted the 

entropy method to calculate the packet features’ probabilities to 

measure traffic changes. Additionally, a machine learning 

algorithm (SVM) is used for detecting DDoS attacks. However, 

the false-positive rate increases significantly when the DDoS 

attack is triggered by a burst of attack traffic within a short time 

that targets multiple victims. 

A detection approach called SAFETY was proposed for early 

detection and mitigation of TCP SYN flooding by adopting the 

entropy theory to calculate the randomness of the destination IP 

and TCP flags. The proposed approach adapted a threshold 

based on the variation of traffic rates and types. The threshold 

is compared with the entropy value to detect DDoS attacks 

against the controller [55]. However, SAFETY only handles a 

single victim host; and will render the network unstable if 

multiple concurrent victims are involved. 

Proposed an efficient and lightweight approach to detect 

DDoS attacks against the SDN controller (EDDSC) that 

depends on the entropy method [56]. The proposed approach 

relies on just one packet header feature (destination IP address) 

to analyze the network traffic flow statistics. The traffic flow 

statistics are used to calculate the packet feature’s probability 

in the traffic flow, which is then fed to the entropy method to 

calculate the packets’ randomness in the network traffic flows. 

Moreover, it depends on a fixed threshold to decide if the traffic 

flows contain any attack traffic by comparing the entropy value 

with the threshold value. Although the proposed method 

attempts to detect DDoS attacks early, its limitations reduce its 

reliability due to reliance on a fixed threshold, which is not 

suitable for detecting DDoS attacks with variable attack rates, 

thus increases the false-positive rate. Also, the attackers launch 

the DDoS attacks from a single host (single attacker) to multiple 

victims resulting in a reduced detection rate of the low-rate 

DDoS attack and increase the false-positive rate. Furthermore, 

the proposed approach only depends on a single feature to 

collect network traffic flow statistics, rendering the collected 

traffic flow data insufficient to distinguish the attack traffic 

from the regular traffic. 

  A new statistical-based approach to detect DDoS attacks 

was proposed by [1]. The proposed approach is designed to 

detect the presence of DDoS attacks accurately, reduce false-

positive flow rates, and minimize the complexity of targeting 

SDN controllers according to a statistical analysis of packet 

features depending on the entropy method. However, the 

controller is still overwhelmed by incoming packets because the 

proposed technique works in the controller and needs time to 

process all incoming packet flows. 

A stateful model was adopted to protect the end-host from 

DDoS attacks in [57]. They proposed a novel approach based 

on in-switch processing capabilities to monitor, detect, and 

mitigate DDoS to avoid risking controller overload or failure 

during the processing of new packets. The proposed key 

objective a quick reaction time and reduction of the overhead 

include on the controller channel by communication between a 

switch and its controller. The proposed relies on the entropy-

based algorithm with such monitoring features (source IP, 

destination IP, Source Port, Destination Port). StateSec detects 

DDoS and port scan with high accuracy. Furthermore, it 

achieves highly accurate detection and limiting the controller 

overhead. However, StateSec approach is neither efficient nor 

scalable. 

B. Joint Entropy  

As mentioned, the Shannon entropy formula depends on a 

single feature for detecting the DDoS attacks, and it ignored 

other packet header features. Otherwise, there is a new method 

known as Joint-entropy which depends on multiple features for 

detecting DDoS attacks, which increases the accuracy of 

detecting DDoS attacks as compared with the entropy method, 

such as [58]–60]  

Joint entropy is a method used to measure the probability of 

random variables that depends on two packet header features, 

such as source IP (X) and source port (Y), and their calculated 

probabilities P(X,Y) within a specific time. For example, the 

attack detection approaches depend on joint entropy for 

detecting DDoS attacks by calculating the distribution of two 

random variables in the network traffic flow ( )
i j

p x y . So, the 

joint entropy formula is defined by Equation 2. 

 

2

1 1

( ) ( ) ( )
N M

i i i j

i j

H X p x y log p x y
 

             (2) 

 

Where ( )H x  is joint entropy, ( )
i j

p x y is the probability of the 

event (X= ix , Y= jy ), 1,2,3,......,i N and 

1,2,3,......j M . Thus, the proportion of the number of 

frequencies an event can occur relative to the total number of 

possible outcomes. It is the probability of that event happening. 

Hence, taking the form of a positive fractional number between 

0 and 1, and hence whose logarithm will always be a negative 

number due to the probabilities that we are dealing with are all 

positive values. [58] proposed an approach that detects DDoS 
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attacks based on the joint entropy method and conditional 

entropy. The proposed approach depends on two features 

(attributes), unlike the entropy method that relies only on a 

single feature. Thus, the false-positive rate of the approaches 

that use the joint entropy method will be lower than the entropy 

method. 

A joint-entropy method was adopted in a DDoS attack 

detection approach by [59]. It used information theory that 

depends on several packet header features (e.g., flow duration, 

source IP address, packet length, and destination port) to 

calculate packet traffic flow randomness using a joint entropy 

method. The proposed method is effective in reducing the false-

positive rate and increase the detection accuracy. However, it 

still suffers from low rate DDoS attack detection and cannot 

detect DDoS attacks on a controller with different attack traffic 

rates (low and high), and used a static threshold.  

Additionally, Kalkan et al. [61] proposed a new security 

scheme that depends on Joint Entropy Security Scheme (JESS). 

The JESS comprises three stages: nominal, preparatory, and 

active mitigation stage. The first stage collects statistical 

information about the network traffic features in a non-attack 

period. The second stage calculates the controller’s incoming 

packets’ randomness by joint entropy method and compares 

with a threshold to detect DDoS attack in the network traffic. 

The third stage mitigates attack traffic by following instructions 

from the controller for action based on the flow table. However, 

the proposed approach added overhead on the controller and 

uses a static threshold, which increases the false-positive rate 

and decreases detection accuracy for network traffic flows with 

different attack traffic rates (low and high). 

C. Rényi Entropy 

The Rényi Entropy formula is generalized based on the 

Shannon entropy method [62]. The Shannon entropy assumes a 

trade-off between contributions from the main mass of the 

distribution and the tail. This research used two parameterized 

Shannon entropy generalizations to control the trade-off. These 

two parameters (Rényi and Tsallis) are derived from 

Kolmogorov-Nagumo [63]. Consequently, Rényi entropy 

method performance is considered one of the best methods to 

detect DDoS attacks that depend on one feature of the packet 

header features. Equation 3 shows the Rényi entropy formula. 

 

1

( ) ( )
N

a
i

iRH x log p x






 
 
 
                        (3) 

 

Where α is a positive parameter and exposes the main mass 

(concentration of events that occur often) and ( )
i

p x the 

probability that x event will occur from a total number of events 

within a specific time. 

This research assumes that the Rényi entropy’s value 

satisfies the same postulates as the Shannon entropy in the 

following relations as shown below. 

1 2
( )R RH H x  where 1

1  and 2
1  . As one can see 

Rényi converge to Shannon for 1  . 
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An information distance and generalized entropy metrics are 

proposed by [64] to detect low rate DDoS attacks with lower 

false-positive rate than the detection approaches that depend on 

the Shannon entropy method by differentiating between the 

legitimate traffic and the attack traffic. However, the method 

does not consider the detection of high-rate DDoS attacks with 

flash crowd events. [65] uses the Rényi entropy method 

combined with the EWMA theory for detecting DDoS attacks. 

In the proposed approach, the Rényi entropy method was more 

effective than the Shannon entropy method in terms of detection 

accuracy. Moreover, Rényi entropy can calculate network 

traffic intensity to differentiate normal traffic and abnormal 

traffic (attack).     

[66] proposed an effective method to detect DDoS attacks 

based on the Rényi entropy method to distinguish DDoS attacks 

from flash crowd events. Rényi entropy methods used depend 

on the time series to analyze network traffic similarities based 

on particular traffic features.  

Wang et al. proposed an approach called HHM-R to improve 

the detection of low-rate DDoS attacks against the controller, 

which combines a hidden Markov model and the Rényi entropy 

method [67]. The proposed approach comprises four modules: 

data preprocessing, model initializing, model training, and 

model detecting, which consume more time to detect Low-rate 

DDoS attacks. However, the false-positive rate increases, and 

the detection accuracy decreases when the Low-rate DDoS 

attacks target multiple victim hosts. 

Moreover, [68] proposed an approach that combines 

information distance with the generalized (Rényi) entropy for 

detecting low-rate DDoS attacks against the SDN controller. 

The probability distribution is considered the DDoS attack’s 

detection metrics by setting a specific window size for the 

incoming packets. It then periodically extracts the packet 

features from the flow table (switch table). The difference in the 

probability distributions is the indicator of a DDoS attack in the 

network, but the false-positive rate increases under different 

attack traffic rates. The proposed approach experiments showed 

that the generalized entropy combined with the information 

distance accurately detects low-rate DDoS attacks. However, it 

is difficult to set the dynamic threshold because of different 

attack traffic rates in the traffic flow and the dependency of the 

proposed approach on the switch table to extract the traffic 

statistics instead of the controller, which may miss some 

information on the traffic flow. Furthermore, the proposed 

approach depends on one packet feature of the packet header 

features to collect traffic flow statistics, which increases the 

false-positive detection rate.   

Also, Zhai et al. proposed an approach to detect and mitigate 

DDoS attacks using the Rényi entropy method to calculate 
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packets’ randomness in network traffic flows by relying on one 

header packet feature to analyze network traffic behavior [69]. 

However, it used a fixed IP address to trigger attacks toward 

the SDN controller, and the approach only deals with high-rate 

DDoS attacks (fixed traffic rate). 

VI. RESEARCH GAPS AND DISCUSSION  

The previous sections provided a comprehensive review of 

existing DDoS attack detection approaches on the SDN 

controller to highlight each attack detection approach’s 

strengths and weaknesses. Many related works in the literature 

address multiple DDoS detection requirements. Yet, they are 

still plagued with many issues, such as low detection rate and 

low false-positive rate due to many reasons, such as (i) reliance 

on a single packet header feature and (ii) usage of a static 

threshold. Although some of the approaches rely on two packet 

header features, they are either focused on detecting low-rate 

DDoS attacks or high-rate DDoS attacks, thus failing to detect 

DDoS attacks when varying rate attacks occurred 

simultaneously in the network.  

The complexity of DDoS attacks and novel ways to deny 

legitimate users access to network services increased the attack 

traffic intensity. This type of attack is called a high-rate DDoS 

attack, which commonly focuses on a single victim to 

maximize the attack’s effectiveness. As a result, many of the 

existing approaches were proposed to detect this type of attack, 

such as in [70], [71] and [52]. 

Many existing approaches dealing with low-rate DDoS 

attack that targets a single victim have a good detection 

accuracy. However, some approaches, such as [54], [55] 

struggle when multiple victims are involved. Attackers might 

exploit this drawback to launch DDoS attacks against the SDN 

controller to disrupt or bring down the entire SDN network. 

Meanwhile, [56], [68] tried to secure the SDN controller from 

both low-rate and high-rate DDoS attacks regardless of the 

number of targeted victims with high accuracy and low false-

positive rate. However, these approaches generally rely only on 

a single packet header feature to collect traffic flow statistics 

for DDoS attack detection, which negatively impacts detection 

accuracy. Also, these approaches may result in a substantial 

increase in the controller’s resource consumption that increases 

the controller’s overhead. Table 4 summarizes the existing 

attack detection approaches by presenting their strengths and 

weaknesses based on their category. 

As mentioned earlier, most of the existing detection 

approaches of DDoS attacks against the SDN controller are 

designed only to detect either low-rate DDoS attacks or high-

rate DDoS attacks. Thus, it is necessary to propose an approach 

to detect low-rate and high-rate DDoS attacks. However, the 

existing approaches that can detect DDoS attacks with varying 

attack rates still suffer from low detection accuracy, especially 

when the low-rate DDoS attacks are targetting multiple victims.  

 

 

 

Table 4. Summary of DDoS attack on SDN controller 

detection Approaches 

 

Table 5 presents the research gaps in each existing detection 

approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ref Strengths   Drawbacks 

E
N

T
R

O
P

Y
 

[51] 
- Early detection of 
DDoS attacks. 

- Lightweight method. 

- Static threshold. 
- Only detect DDoS attack 

that targets a single victim. 

[48] 

- Early detect DDoS 

attacks. 

- Lightweight method. 

- Static threshold. 

- Unable to detect low rate 
DDoS attack targeting 

multiple victims. 

[52] 

- keep legitimate packets 
from being dropped 

during flash crowd 

events. 

-Detection accuracy is low 
for attacks that target 

multiple victims. 

[53] 

- Predicts the number of 

incoming packets 

(unmatched packets) 
- Avoids flooding the 

controller. 

- Static threshold. 

- Low attack detection 

accuracy. 

[54] 

- Classifies traffic flow as 

attack or normal. 
- Detects and mitigates 

DDoS attacks. 

- Only handle low-rate 

attack. 
-  False-positive rate 

increases during high traffic 

rate in short time targets 
multiple victims. 

[55] 
- Detect an attack at the 

edge of switches. 

- Detects attacks on a single 

victim only. 

[56] 

- Early detect DDoS 
attacks. 

- Lightweight method. 

- Static threshold. 
-  Does not able to detect 

low DDoS attack traffic rate 

with a high accuracy ratio. 

[1]  

- Lightweight method. 

- Early detect DDoS 
attacks. 

- Static threshold. 

- Unable to detect different 

attack traffic rates. 

[57] 
- Avoid overload and 

failing a controller 

processing. 

- Does not able to detect low 
DDoS attack traffic rate 

with a high accuracy ratio. 

JO
IN

T
 

E
N

T
R

O
P

Y
 

[59] 

-High detection accuracy.  - Unable to detect DDoS 

attacks that have different 
attack traffic rates. 

- Static threshold. 

[61] -Mitigate DDoS attacks. -Static threshold. 

-High detection accuracy to 
different attack traffic rates.  

R
É

N
Y

I 
E

N
T

R
O

P
Y

 

[68] 

- Detects DDoS attacks 

targeting single victims 

efficiently. 
- Distinguish normal 

traffic from attack traffic.  

- Difficult to set dynamic 

threshold. 

- Low detection accuracy 
when an attack targets 

multiple victims, 

specifically with a low rate 
DDoS attack. 

[67] 

-Detect DDoS attacks on 

the data plane. 

- Mitigation DDoS 
attacks on SDN 

controller. 

-Used a fixed IP address to 

launch DDoS attacks.  

- Detect high-rate DDoS 
attacks only.  
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Table 5. Gaps in existing DDoS detection approaches 

 
√√√: highly efficient, √√: efficient, √: relatively efficient, 

XXX: highly inefficient, XX: inefficient, X: relatively 

inefficient, -: not considered/not addressed.  

 

Table 5 lists the gaps or weaknesses of the existing DDoS 

detection approaches. The gaps are grouped based on the 

detection approach’s evaluation (false-positive rate, low-rate 

attack, high-rate attack), the threshold used (static or dynamic), 

and the packet header feature selected (single or multiple). The 

majority of existing detection approaches that are highly 

efficient in detecting high-rate DDoS attacks that target a single 

victim depend on a single packet header feature and a static 

threshold value. The dependency on the single packet header 

feature and static threshold value renders them inefficient in 

detecting other DDoS attacks with a high detection rate and low 

false-positive rate. These gaps correlate with the challenges 

listed in Table 4. 

The observation of the reviewed existing information theory-

based approaches reveals the following:  

• Some of the existing approaches rely on a single packet 

header feature to detect DDoS attacks against an SDN 

controller triggered from a single host and attack single or 

multiple targets with a low detection rate and high false-

positive detection rate. 

• Some of the existing approaches to detect DDoS attacks 

against SDN controller using two packet header features are 

incapable of detecting low-rate DDoS attacks on multiple 

targets to achieve a high detection rate and low false-positive 

rate. 

•  Some of the existing detection approaches rely only on static 

threshold values, making them inefficient in detecting DDoS 

attacks with variable traffic rates to achieve a high detection 

rate and a low false-positive rate. 

Therefore, the future DDoS attack detection approach should 

address the abovementioned drawbacks of the existing 

approaches and fulfills the following requirements: 

1. High accuracy: The DDoS attack detection process 

should consume minimal resources to avoid overloading 

the controller, thus reducing its effectiveness. 

2. Low false-positive detection error: The approach should 

distinguish abnormal traffic from the normal or 

legitimate traffic with confidence regardless of the 

DDoS attack traffic rates (low or high). 

3. Make a decision: The approach should decide on the 

existence of a DDoS attack against the SDN controller 

from abnormal traffic flow behavior based on the 

statistical data collected from the controller instead of 

the switches. 

4. Able to detect both low-rate and high-rate DDoS attacks 

regardless of the number of victims (single or multiple). 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper reviewed information theory-based detection 

approaches to detect DDoS attacks on SDN controllers. It is 

noted that most existing information theory-based detection 

approaches have varying detection accuracy in detecting DDoS 

attacks against the SDN controllers. Most approaches achieved 

high detection accuracy in detecting high-rate DDoS attacks; 

however, the approaches’ accuracy is lower when low-rate 

DDoS attacks are involved or multiple victims are targeted. 

This paper also identified the weaknesses of the existing 

approaches so that interested researchers may consider 

addressing them in their future research. Also, we intend to 

conduct a systematic literature review on information theory-

based detection approaches for DDoS attacks against the SDN 

controller that cover a more comprehensive range of research. 
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